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The Royal Marine Space Commandos 2019-03-23 this publisher s pack
contains commando guerrilla the first two books in the royal marine space
commando series commando a young lieutenant a fleet of alien invaders will
first contact be humanity s last stand in his short military career lieutenant
warden has already battled insurgent groups criminal gangs and intergalactic
pirates when a distant colony sends out a distress signal he and his fellow
space commandos can t wait to transfer their consciousness and launch their
clone bodies into action but no amount of enthusiasm could ve prepared
warden for humanity s first alien encounter and the ensuing bloodbath after
his captain falls to the attack warden feels both pride and fear as he assumes
first in command outmanned and outgunned the confident commando must
find a way to eliminate the aliens before they slaughter an entire human
colony will warden s troops prove they are made of tougher stuff or have
they finally met their fatal match guerrilla a ruthless invasion an outmatched
colony a commando s last chance offensive lieutenant warden just barely
survived a relentless attack on the new bristol colony the royal marine space
commando has orders to defend his post until support arrives but when lt
warden learns of a nearby enemy base that could wipe out far more than the
colony his mission transforms from protective to suicidal to save countless
lives lt warden must raid an unstoppable enemy and take out one of the most
powerful warships in the galaxy no pressure or anything avoiding huge
walking tanks and technology far beyond their own the rmsc has one chance
to get this right can lt warden pull off the incredible or will losing the battle
cost them the war commando guerrilla are the first two books in the royal
marines space commando military sci fi series if you like fast paced action
interstellar battles and characters with nerves of steel then you ll love jon
and james evans s thrilling saga buy the royal marine space commandos vol 1
to join the space marine offensive today
Commando 2019-03-22 a young lieutenant a fleet of alien invaders will first
contact be humanity s last stand in his short military career lieutenant
warden has already battled insurgent groups criminal gangs and intergalactic
pirates when a distant colony sends out a distress signal he and his fellow
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space commandos can t wait to transfer their consciousness and launch their
clone bodies into action but no amount of enthusiasm could ve prepared
warden for humanity s first alien encounter and the ensuing bloodbath after
his captain falls to the attack warden feels both pride and fear as he assumes
command outmanned and outgunned the confident commando must find a
way to eliminate the aliens before they slaughter an entire human colony
will warden s troops prove they are made of tougher stuff or have they
finally met their fatal match commando is the first book in the royal marines
space commando military sci fi series if you like fast paced action interstellar
battles and characters with nerves of steel then you ll love jon and james
evans s thrilling saga buy commando to brace yourself for an exhilarating
page turner today
Guerrilla 2019-03-22 a ruthless invasion an outmatched colony a commando s
last chance offensive lieutenant warden just barely survived a relentless
attack on the new bristol colony the royal marine space commando has orders
to defend his post until support arrives but when lt warden learns of a
nearby enemy base that could wipe out far more than the colony his mission
transforms from protective to suicidal to save countless lives lt warden must
raid an unstoppable enemy and take out one of the most powerful warships
in the galaxy no pressure or anything avoiding huge walking tanks and
technology far beyond their own the rmsc has one chance to get this right
can lt warden pull off the incredible or will losing the battle cost them the
war guerrilla is the second book in the action packed royal marine space
commandos military sci fi series if you like tough heroes high tech action and
page turning battles then you ll love jon james evans fast paced adventure
buy guerrilla to join the space marine offensive today
Dreadnought 2019-09-21 dreadnought a museum piece in the frontline of an
interstellar war lieutenant commander cohen has been given command of a
relic an orbital museum pressed back into service by a desperate royal navy
after a hasty refit he takes dreadnought on a rescue mission deep into enemy
territory to retrieve an admiral taken hostage by the deathless if the
interrogators break admiral morgan before cohen can reach him the deathless
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will gain a wealth of classified intelligence and an unbeatable advantage in
the war but the odds are against them will dreadnought survive the voyage
can cohen find the admiral before he talks will captain warden and his
marines be able to rescue the hostage dreadnought is the fifth book in the
gritty royal marine space commandos military sci fi series if you like battle
hardened heroes space fleet combat and non stop action then you ll love jon
james evans star spanning exploits buy dreadnought and find out if the old
girl can overcome her enemies today
Gunboat 2019-03-22 a space fleet in shambles a captain facing annihilation
there s never been a better time to play dirty lieutenant commander cohen is
furious after his admiral s questionable tactics decimate all but two of their
ships lt com cohen needs to get back to new bristol in a hurry but with a
damaged hyperspace function the remaining vessels are sitting ducks for the
hungry ruthless enemy to repair his ship cohen must engage a mysterious
asteroid based faction in a trade that could make or break the war carrying
out insurgent missions on their ally s behalf the entire plan rests on an
impeccable battle strategy and just one tiny ship can lt com cohen survive
the day or will the deathless finally get their revenge gunboat is the fourth
book in the gritty royal marine space commandos military sci fi series if you
like battle hardened heroes space fleet combat and non stop action then you ll
love jon james evans star spanning exploits buy gunboat to overcome a
desperate space battle today
Ascendant 2019-03-22 a stolen enemy warship a galaxy on the brink of war
their deadliest undercover mission yet captain warden doesn t have much
time to celebrate his promotion teamed up with a royal navy lieutenant he s
tasked with infiltrating the enemy s heavily militarized star system in a
hijacked warship with stolen clone bodies one wrong move could turn their
mission into an execution in a race against time to discover the secrets of the
deathless captain warden makes a bold move kidnapping a high ranking
officer now with the entire enemy fleet in pursuit the space marine and his
navy crew must conduct an interrogation in the midst of a battle they might
not walk away from can captain warden pull off the dangerous raid or will
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his ship fall to a vicious enemy ascendant is the third book in the fast paced
royal marine space commandos military sci fi series if you like gritty action
bold heroes and spectacular space combat then you ll love jon james evans
interstellar adventure buy ascendant to join a daring space intelligence
mission today
The Deathwatch Commandos 2009-03 with the rebellion on the planet
tavares the confederacy sends in their elite as the battlestarship devastator
enters the orbit thirteen assault landers dive down to the planet join captain
senko lt purr ta sergeant major penddletonson lieutenant j g le zin group
sergeant herman and a guy from earth who just happens to be in the same
prison with the embassy staff but more than that is this the end or the
beginning of something bigger
Indie Author Magazine: Featuring Jami Albright Issue #2, June 2021 - Focus
on First Drafts 2021-06-01 you can t edit a blank page you must write that
first draft first drafts are the toughest part of the process they re rough they
re messy and they re necessary so how do you keep going when you hate
every word you ve written don t be just another aspiring author it s time to
finish in this issue of indie author magazine you ll learn how to optimize
your first draft process and join the ranks of working indies how to conquer
the muddy middle of your first draft and finish strong how to use dictation
software like the most productive authors what writing software can make
your first draft a joy instead of a slog in this issue of indie author magazine
you ll learn all about first drafts and meet jami albright our featured author
she s hilarious relatable and shares her story of pouring literal blood sweat
and tears into her first book a runaway hit besides the in depth topic articles
on first drafts we have over a dozen more articles for you how do top
earning authors leverage collaboration read their strategies discover what
readers of urban fantasy expect and how you can satisfy them learn how to
design your own author logo without spending a dime implement ten tips
for clubhouse the new app indies use to share their secrets do you know how
to effectively kill a character with poison learn how to get away with
murder uncover why hydration is key to imagination and what apps work
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get serious about scrivener read the shortcuts that pros use to master this
popular tool read reviews of top first draft books for indie authors peruse
podcast picks you need to bookmark and listen to every week learn the
technology tools the top selling authors use plus tutorials bonus learn what
thought leader kevin mclaughlin has to say about amazon s new serialized
fiction marketplace kindle vella is it the new killer app don t miss a single tip
download this month s e book version and read today
Space Danger - Space Marines' Graveyard 2013-03-16 each ship in the fleet
has a team of five resident space marines it s not easy getting that job the
training alone is enough to deter the hardest of candidates but some have no
choice unless of course they don t want to prove themselves to their mothers
but they all do this is a standalone story set in the space danger universe well
galaxy really
Shadow Fall: A Military Space Opera Tale 2020-09-12 it s too late to turn back
when captain faith benson accepts the aid of the azoren federation she
compromises the integrity of her task force the leader of the azoren ships
proves to be not just an ideological zealot but a maniac to make matters worse
the wily captain of the enemy fleet proves uncannily evasive capable of
striking and disappearing before a meaningful engagement takes place
benson s only hope of success requires outwitting this enemy captain but she
must do so while keeping her own alliance from unraveling get shadow fall
now and immerse yourself into the thrilling final installment of the war in
shadow saga
USMC 2007-01-30 u s marine colonel david saxon has finished five months of
bureaucratic hell at the pentagon the confines of his office had turned saxon
into a pent up caged beast until he got what he wanted a mission back to the
danger zone marine colonel david saxon s big mean one special ops team is
being airlifted to extract hostages seized onboard an ocean liner by the
infamous terrorist carlos evangelista it s a daring mid sea rescue one certain to
cause heavy casualties but the evangelist has more in mind than slaughtering
innocent civilians a neo soviet plot plans to kill libya s kaddafi so that a new
libyan strongman will welcome placement of soviet missiles for a nuclear
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strike against the u s sixth fleet on maneuvers in the gulf of sidara to the neo
soviet leadership and the evangelist it s just the first round in a world
dominating game of nuclear brinkmanship but to saxon s team it s the last
round of a game with only once acceptable outcome the obliteration of
america s enemies
The Wormwood Ultimatum 2010-03 much has changed not only in his own
life but also within the world as erik roskov a special agent for the british
intelligence service leaves england to investigate a secret project taking place
in the mountains just two hours from moscow greta burkov a principle
member of the project is nearly out of her mind with worry her husband has
been missing for well over six months and when erik storms through the
back door of her cabin with his pistol in hand it seems as though thomas
burkov has simply disappeared into thin air but somebody wants greta dead
after she accepts her friend otto zorkov s invitation to stay in his mountain
cabin where she hopes she will be safe otto and greta soon learn that national
security is in jeopardy just as erik and his team discover the mysterious
wormwood files led to a select group of ecologists who combined with a
group of rogue military officers are about to carry out a covert military
operation that could disrupt the entire social and governmental structure of
the world erik and his team must try to abort the diabolical plan and save the
world government before it is too late
Beth Curtis 2022-02-03 people tended to pity kathleen beth elizabeth curtis
most people assumed the thirteen year old was a frightened little girl who
could barely function without help some even suggested she be locked up in
a home because she was totally blind however her parents raised her to be as
independent as possible being blind was no excuse for her not to stretch her
limits and do what others considered impossible for her to do beth awakens
aboard the starship taking her from earth back to her home world only to
discover she is the only one awake on a starship that has been hijacked in
mid fight she levels the playing field by isolating the hijackers and turning
off the lights before she goes on a hunt to take out the last of the hijackers she
later becomes a star pilot a crew position that was only used if the
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navigational computer broke down and could not be repaired because star
pilots tend to go mad to save the passengers and the crews aboard her starship
and a second derelict starship
United States Government Organization Manual 1987 book 5 in steve white s
exciting tra series jason faces down humanity s arch enemies in an action
packed space adventure special operations officer jason thanou of the temporal
regulatory authority must once again plunge into earth s blood drenched past
to combat the plots of the transhumanist underground to subvert that past and
create a secret history leading up to the fulfillment of their mad dream of
transforming humanity into a race of gods and monsters at the publisher s
request this title is sold without drm digital rights management about ghosts
of time meticulous research vivid historical descriptions and tense action
sequences help flesh out this rousing time travel adventure ¾publishers
weekly about pirates of the timestreams white expertly blends historical and
futuristic elements ã to create a fast paced detail rich tale seamlessly inserting
his own inventions into factual events ã an exciting engaging story accessible
to new readers and thoroughly satisfying for established fans Ó¾publishers
weekly about steve white white offers fast action and historically informed
world building Ó¾publishers weekly about steve white s forge of the titans
recalls the best of the john campbell era of sf white s core audience of hard sf
fans will be pleased Ó¾publishers weekly engaging entertainment much
suspense and many well handled action scenes Ó¾booklist the tra series blood
of heroes sunset of the gods pirates of the timestream ghosts of time soldiers
out of time
Prologue 2016 following a successful coup against the tyrannical syndicate the
leaders of the rebel midway star system work to forge a government free
enough to please its citizens yet strong enough to secure power but in a
world where former rulers have become new foes an alien threat to
humanity may turn old adversaries into uncertain allies president gwen
iceni believes midway is their only defense against the enigmas syndicate
training taught her self preservation in a crisis yet she s determined to fight
for the star system s fate even if it means joining forces with another former
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syndicate ceo and an officer of the hated alliance despite general artur drakon
s misgivings he partnered with iceni to overthrow syndic forces now with
an enigma fleet menacing their hard earned independence he can ill afford to
trust her or lose her support but in the back of his mind there are three
words that describe someone who confides in a syndicate ceo stupid betrayed
dead
Soldiers Out of Time 2015-07-16 the indian defence review is a quarterly
review read by senior indian policy makers at senior bureaucratic political
and judicial levels the idr boasts that it is the most quoted indian defence
publication
The Lost Stars: Perilous Shield 2013-10-01 with over 260 images this is a
highly illustrated history of the ships and operations of the royal navy during
the reign of the late queen elizabeth ii during the 70 years spanned by the
reign of the late queen elizabeth ii the royal navy changed out of all
recognition its status as a superpower navy with worldwide bases and
operations has been eclipsed but it remains a powerful force because of its
potency if not its size maritime history author paul brown takes us through
each decade in turn outlining the key events and developments and charting
the changes to the size structure and capabilities of the navy fully illustrated
with over 260 colour and black and white images this book also provides a
stunning visual record of the ships and operations that featured most
prominently in each decade
The Marine Corps Gazette 1945 postmodern war poses an urgent challenge to
the ways we conceptualize and actually wage war in our high technology
age computerization and artificial intelligence have brought about a
revolution in warfare spawning both increasingly powerful weapons and a
rhetoric which disguises their apocalyptic potential in catch phrases like
smart weapons and bloodless combat postmodern war examines contemporary
practices of war defining and critiquing trendy military doctrines hidden
behind phrases like infowar and cyberwar the roles of those who manipulate
high technology those who are manipulated by it and those who are
increasingly merging with it the role of peace activists and socially
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responsible scientists in countering dangerous assumptions made by a
postmodern military far from opposing technological change however gray
finds new hopes for peace in the twenty first century provocative and far
reaching in its scope the book argues that postmodern war has left us poised
between the most dreadful and most utopian of alternatives we may
eradicate either the human race or war itself
Indian Defence Review Vol 26. 3 2011-12 india has the world s fourth largest
military and one of the biggest defence budgets it asserts its political and
military profile in south asia and the indian ocean region the nation has been
in the midst of an ambitious plan to modernize its largely soviet era arms
since the late 1990s and has spent billions of dollars on latest high tech
military technology this handbook canvasses over 60 years of indian defence
policy and the major debates that have shaped it discusses several key themes
such as the origins of the modern armed forces in india military doctrine and
policy internal and external challenges and nuclearization and its
consequences includes contributions by well known scholars experts in the
field and policymakers and provides an annotated bibliography for further
research presented in an accessible format this lucidly written handbook will
be an indispensable resource for scholars and researchers of security and
defence studies international relations and political science as well as for
government think tanks and policymakers
Elizabeth’s Navy 2023-04-13 the thrilling true story of a marine special
operations unit in a battle for their lives in afghanistan level zero heroes
michael golembesky s new york times bestselling account of marine special
operations team 8222 in bala murghab afghanistan was just the beginning for
these now battle hardened special operations warriors the unforgiving afghan
winter has settled upon the twenty two men of marine special operations
team 8222 call sign dagger 22 in the remote and hostile river valley of bala
murghab afghanistan the taliban fighters in the region would have liked
nothing more than to once again go dormant and rest until the new spring
fighting season began no chance of that this winter would be different along
with afghan and international security forces nato the marines of dagger 22
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continued their fight throughout the harsh winter to shape the battlefield
before the afghan ground began to thaw from one firefight to the next the
noose began to tighten around the village of daneh pasab and the taliban
command cell operating there on april 6 2010 a ground force consisting of u s
army special forces afghan commandos and marine corps special operations
conducted a night assault to destroy the heavily entrenched taliban force
breaking their grip on the valley and stopping the spring offensive before it
ever began but nothing in bala murghab comes easily as combat operations
wear on the operators of dagger 22 as they lean on each other once again in
order to complete their mission in one of the most brutal environments on
earth
Postmodern War 2013-11-12 katherine is back and is now a full fledged
master of war now she must rise to the challenge of her title and delve deep
into uncharted space
Handbook of Indian Defence Policy 2015-10-06 in this volume take the war
to the enemy bharat vermaindian defence review comment islam and its
many trends anand k verma is this how we treat our military rsn
singhdefence and technology monitor india s mission to moon g madhavan
nair indian air force of the future air marshal bk pandey way to a credible
deterrent arun s vishwakarma shourya sagarika missile arun s vishwakarma
indian defence procurement regime dissuasive features maj gen mrinal
sumanemerging asian security environment kanwal sibal intelligence reform
vikram sood the chinese conundrum friends and foes air marshal narayan
menon the killers mace of the dark visitors claude arpi technologies and
national security ajey lele dealing with pakistan lt gen hc dutta air power
and irregular warfare in the indian context air cmde arjun
subramaniamdefence and technology monitor maritime security commodore
g sharma alternative power source for lca bel mbda controp terrorist attacks
from sea role of offshore patrol vessels vice adm rajeshwer nath defence
procurements sans competition maj gen mrinal sumancoastal and maritime
security two sides of the same coin vice adm ps das india s sea blindness cdr
gurpreet s khurana india and china in space jagannath p panda and ajey lele
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from kashmir to mumbai terror comes full circle rohit singhon the spot
report gaps in maritime security vk shashikumarulfa s niche war colonel
rajinder singh the poonch fiasco a time to ponder rohit singhexecutive
summary by b raman pakistan banks on perceived indian amenability to us
pressure why miliband tries to rationalize let s terrorist attack in mumbai
defence and technology monitor eurofighter eads dandsviewpoint solution to
the pakistani terrorist quagmire vijaykumar s kasi
Dagger 22 2016-09-20 the second kalu war rages across known space the
newly formed union undergoes it s first baptism the baptism of war the free
fleet is barely holding the line against the kalu salchar and the other
commanders of the free fleet have one goal survive as war rages politics and
power brokering are at work behind the scenes in the union even if the free
fleet survives the war will they survive it s aftermath
Military Review 1987-07 what is an orc an orc is an 18 stone fighting
machine made of muscle hide talon and tusk with a villainous disposition and
a mean sense of humour and of course an orc is a poor dumb grunt the much
abused foot soldier of the evil horde of darkness the usual last battle of good
against evil is about to begin orc captain ashnak and his war band know
exactly what they can expect the forces of light are outnumbered full of
headstrong heroes devoid of tactics but the light s still going to win orcs the
sword fodder in the front line will die by the thousands life s a bitch
HOSTILE 2020-10-28 this fast pace supernatural thriller takes you from
battles raging beneath turbulent seas to the dark stillness of space where
mortals angels and demons battle to mold the populus of planet earth death
comes to us all whatever creed colour religion or gender we are it is an
inescapable fact for most of us our work on this mortal plane is over but for
thefew their job has just begun introducing p a t h paranormal assisted
treasure hunters three psychically gifted individuals brought together to
form a powerful mediatory force between the mortal world and the spiritual
plane assisted by their spirit protectors and commissioned by lost souls they
find treasures hidden by the souls during their lifetime which they give to
their mortal beneficiaries this fast paced supernatural thriller follows a
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sinister plot planned during world war 2 and instigated in the present day as
the team need to discover the connection between the demon spirit of the
twentieth century s greatest despot and his son the current us president in
book 1 return of the reich in its race to discover another planet to colonise for
its overstretched population humanity overlooked one thing when a
planetary event occurs around planet earth the afterlife guardians send the
path team on three quests the outcome of which will determine the fate of
humankind should they succeed people will continue with their safe but
chaotic existence however failure could be a terrifying yet necessary option
in this gripping climax book 2 covenant of the gods
Katherine 2009-07-19 the universe isn t always as it appears something that
salchar and the free fleet know only too well when the black s own
creatures come tearing out from children s nightmares the free fleet will be
there some might call those that make up the free fleet insane might call
them lunatics but in this universe it s good to have some lunatics on your
side
Indian Defence Review 2022-02-14 it is america s most secret base hidden
deep in the utah desert an air force installation known only as area 7 and
today it has a visitor the president of the united states he has come to inspect
area 7 to examine its secrets for himself but he s going to get more than he
bargained for on this trip because hostile forces are waiting inside among the
president s helicopter crew however is a young marine he is quiet enigmatic
and he hides his eyes behind a pair of silver sunglasses his name is schofield
call sign scarecrow rumor has it he s a good man in a storm judging by what
the president has just walked into he d better be matthew reilly dazzled the
world with his electrifying thrillers ice station and temple and now shane
scarecrow schofield returns with his most harrowing and explosive
adventure yet
War's Reward 2013-08-29 in this volume 1962 the nehruvian blunder taking
on the dragon helicopters in special operations china s space programme and
its implications for india air power against the maoists military application of
unmanned rotary wing aircraft aerospace and defence news a british
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appreciation could tibet have been defended higher defence management
through effective civil military relations india and the south asian
neighbourhood pretending soldiers disputes in the south china sea selling
points this volume of the indian defence review delves into subjects such as
the use of air power against the maoists and disputes in the south china sea
Grunts 2020-12-17 steven preece was a royal marine commando from 1983 to
1990 serving first at entry level and then as a lance corporal amongst the
marines is steven s first hand account of his years as an elite soldier focusing
directly on the excessive and often shocking lifestyle of the marines during
this time and impact this had on his own personality and behaviour preece
fulfilled his childhood ambition by earning the coveted green beret when he
was 18 he was unaware however of the brutal rite of passage that awaited
him and all the other pieces of skin new recruits violence in the marines as
steven discovered was not limited to the battlefield but a continual part of a
pervasive culture of bullying and aggression it did not take long for preece to
be accepted into this culture and to adopt it as his own on duty he was fit
committed and loyal while off duty he displayed a mammoth capacity for
drinking fighting and womanising on home leave steven found it
increasingly hard to adapt to civilian life his drinking sessions in local pubs
frequently ended in fights with the locals and even in violence against
members of his own family preece earned a reputation amongst his fellow
marines for pranks and dangerous behaviour and this eventually led him to
be court maritialled to his relief and surprise however preece was fully
acquitted by the court amongst the marines is an unflinching exposé of the
culture of the marines from foul practical jokes and rough justice to the off
duty orgies of drink sex and violence it is a no holds barred account of the
many shocking incidents preece witnessed and participated in from his first
day as a new recruit to his exit from the marines with his reputation intact
and his scores settled once and for all
Blue Flame 2022-02-08 while there is enough literature dealing with
different facets of the topic related to maritime security this book is an effort
to deal with multiple facets of the subject topics covered in the book include
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themes like multiple maritime zones as defined under unclos iii and india s
mzi act of 1976 as also state s criminal jurisdiction in these zones under
prevailing international norms and state practices the author has attempted to
assess the available capability of various maritime enforcement agencies like
the navy the coast guard the customs marine and the marine police as well as
the possible role that cisf can play in basic point security of port and off shore
platforms last two chapters deal with developments since 2004 and steps that
were taken to evolve a framework for coastal security as well as steps
initiated after 2008 to strengthen cooperation among various agencies
involved in that context attempt has been made in the last chapter to suggest
ways and means to improve not only the overall structures of maritime
security but also to strengthen sea governance during phase ii 2011 16 of
coastal security scheme
From The Black 2010-04-01 this title includes a new foreword by wm roger
louis on 26 july 1956 the british empire received a blow from which it
would never recover on this day egypt s president gamal abdul nasser
nationalized the suez canal company one of the gems of britain s imperial
portfolio it was to be a fateful day for britain as a world power britain france
and israel subsequently colluded in attacking egypt ostensibly in the case of
britain and france to protect the suez canal but in reality in an attempt to
depose nasser the us opposition to this scheme forced an ignominious
withdrawal leaving nasser triumphant and marking a decisive end to britain
s imperial era in this the seminal work on the suez crisis keith kyle draws on
a wealth of documentary evidence to tell this fascinating political military
and diplomatic story including new introductory material this revised edition
of a classic work will be essential reading for anyone interested in the history
of the twentieth century military history and the end of empire
Area 7 1997 how did the forces that fought at sea affect the outcome of world
war ii this book explores the ships and submarines that slugged it out to rule
the seas during world war ii from stealthy u boats to mighty battleships along
the way readers will discover the key battles tactics and weapons that helped
propel the allies to victory
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Air University Library Index to Military Periodicals 2013-09 a military
logistics expert analyzes the detailed coordination employed by the british
during the falklands war in 1982 while many books have been written on
the falklands war this is the first to focus on the vital aspect of logistics the
challenges were huge the lack of preparation time the urgency the huge
distances involved and the need to requisition ships from trade to name but
four after a brief discussion of events leading to argentina s invasion the book
details the rush to re organize and deploy forces dispatch a large task force the
innovative solutions needed to sustain the task force the vital staging base at
ascension island the in theatre resupply the set backs and finally the restoring
of order after victory had the logistics plan failed victory would have been
impossible and humiliation inevitable with no food for the troops no
ammunition for the guns no medical support for casualties etc the lessons
learned have never been more important with increasing numbers of out of
area operations required in remote trouble spots at short notice the falklands
experience is crucial for the education of new generations of military
planners and fascinating for military buffs and this book fills an important gap
with inadequate training little intelligence no contingency plan a politically
driven rush and at 8 000 miles it is not surprising that logistics during op
corporate were confusing and challenging it has taken a us army general to
explain why we should all be grateful michael clapp commander amphibious
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